
 
 

Identifying Strategies to Promote 
Equity in School Discipline 



Training Guide for Using Data to Promote Equity in School 
Discipline Series 

This series includes 
• Introduction:  Planning and Facilitating Work  Sessions  to Improve School Discipline 

• Work  Session:  Revising School Discipline Policies  and Procedures  to Promote Equity 

• Work  Session:  Using School Discipline Data to Pinpoint  Concerns  and Track  Progress 

• Work  Session:  Using Reflection Groups  to Learn How Families  and Educators  View Their  School or  
District 

• Work Session:  Identifying Strategies to Promote Equity  in School Discipline 

These materials  were prepared under Contract  ED-IES-17-C-0009 by Regional  Educational  
Laboratory Northwest, administered by Education Northwest.  The content  does  not  necessarily  
reflect the views  or policies  of IES or the U.S.  Department  of Education,  nor  does  mention of trade 
names,  commercial  products, or organizations  imply  endorsement  by  the U.S. Government. 



Agenda 

1 Introductions 

2 School and classroom  practices 

3 Root-cause analysis 

4 Intervention planning 

5 Next steps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking pointsReview agenda and ask for questions.



Objectives 

• Learn what the research says  about school or classroom discipline 
practices that  are  associated  with  lower  rates of  school discipline. 

• Identify potential root causes that  contribute  to  the school discipline  
concern. 

• Choose  a  school or  district  discipline practice that will be  the focus of  your  
intervention  and  identify strategies that  your  district  or  school could  
implement  to  improve  school discipline  practices. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking pointsRead the objectives of the work session and ask for questions.



Find a Partner 

Name and position 

What do you hope to learn today? 

What is  one success t hat you had this  week? 

Be prepared to share highlights  of y our 
discussion   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking pointsLet’s get to know each other. Please find someone you do not work with everyday.Find out what they do, what they hope to learn today, and one success they have had this week. After the pairs have had time to talk, go around the room and ask each to introduce their “partner” to the group. If there are multiple teams, save time by asking teams to discuss the quotation within their team. Then ask each team to introduce themselves and to share a brief reflection on highlights from their team discussion.  Facilitator Tip1. If the group is large, consider asking teams to introduce themselves and share what they hope to learn and a success they had this week.



 
 

Why improving school 
discipline is important 



Suspensions are costly for students 

• They remove  students from classroom  
instruction  

• They  weaken academic ac hievement 

• They contribute to dropout and delinquency 

(Balfanz,  Byrnes, & Fox,  2015; Fabelo et al.,  2011; Hinze-Pifer & Sartain, 2018;  
Noltemeyer,  Ward, & Mcloughlin,  2015) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking pointsRemoving students from classroom instruction for disciplinary reasons are costly. Even one suspension places students lowers their academic achievement and places them at greater risk for repeating a grade and dropout. Multiple suspensions are associated with increased risk of delinquency, substance abuse, and life time problems. Balfanz, R., Byrnes, V., & Fox, J. (2015). Sent home and put off track: The antecedents, disproportionalities, and consequences of being suspended in the 9th grade. In D. J. Losen (Ed.), Closing the school discipline gap: Equitable remedies for excessive exclusion (pp. 17–30). New York, NY: Teachers College Press.Fabelo, T., Thompson, M. D., Plotkin, M., Carmichael, D., Marchbanks, M. P., III, & Booth, E. A. (2011). Breaking schools' rules: A statewide study of how school discipline relates to students’ success and juvenile justice involvement. New York, NY: Council of State Governments, Justice Center. Retrieved August 7, 2017, from http://csgjusticecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Breaking_Schools_Rules_Report_Final.pdfRebecca Hinze-Pifer & Lauren Sartain (2018) Rethinking Universal Suspension for Severe Student Behavior, Peabody Journal of Education, 93:2, 228-243, DOI: 10.1080/0161956X.2018.1435051Noltemeyer, A. L., Ward, R. M., & Mcloughlin, C. (2015). Relationship between school suspension and student outcomes: A meta-analysis. School Psychology Review, 44(2), 224–240. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ1141532



Discipline issues are costly for the 
educator workforce 

• In a 2013 national survey, 55 percent of former teachers said they  
left the profession due to overall dissatisfaction 

• Discipline issues were one of the top five reasons teachers were  
dissatisfied 

• More teachers were dissatisfied with discipline issues than with 
large class sizes 

(Sutcher, Darling-Hammond,  & Carver-Thomas, 2016) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking pointsDiscipline concerns are also costly to educators.Analysis of the Teacher Follow-Up Survey (TFS), 2013, from the Schools and Staffing Survey, National Center found that55% of teachers leave the profession because of dissatisfaction with their workDiscipline issues was rates among the top five reasons for dissatisfactionA higher percentage of teachers reported discipline issues as a very or extremely important reason for their dissatisfaction than large class sizes.Sutcher, L., Darling-Hammond, L., & Carver-Thomas, D. (2016). A coming crisis in teaching? Teacher supply, demand, and shortages in the U.S. Retrieved on August 15, 2018 from https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/sites/default/files/product-files/A_Coming_Crisis_in_Teaching_REPORT.pdf 



Promoting equity means striving to 
reach every student 

Think about your current discipline policies and practices: 

• Who do they  advantage? 

• Who do they  disadvantage?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking pointsThink about your current discipline policies and practices. Who do they advantage? Are there students that are disadvantaged by current school discipline practices.Lead a popcorn discussion by asking for volunteers to share their reflections. Encourage broad participation to avoid having the discussion dominated by a few participants. Facilitator TipRead bullet 1, Who do they advantage? Encourage participation to avoid have the discussion dominated by a few participants. Summarize and/or link the participants’ comments to the research or earlier discussions if appropriate.  Repeat the process for the remaining question. 



Plan-Do-Study-Act 
Using data to pinpoint concerns 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
School discipline data indicators: A guide for districts and schools at https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/northwest/pdf/REL_2017240.pdf Nishioka, V. (with Shigeoka, S., & Lolich, E.). (2017). School discipline data indicators: A guide for districts and schools (REL 2017-240). Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Education Sciences, National Center for Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance, Regional Educational Laboratory Northwest. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED573680



  

Plan-Do-Study-Act 

Plan Pinpoint concerns,  identify r oot causes,  develop 
goals, c reate an action plan,  and choose 
indicators  to track pr ogress 

Do Implement the action plan and collect  indicator  
data to monitor the fidelity of implementation 
and track progress 

Study Evaluate progress,  review  what  you learned,  
and determine what adj ustments,  if  any, ar e 
needed 

Act Adjust the action plan if needed 

(Deming, 1987; Nishioka et al., 2017) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
School discipline data indicators: A guide for districts and schools at https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/northwest/pdf/REL_2017240.pdf Talking pointsPlan-Do-Study-Act is a continuous improvement process that uses data to identify concerns, inform implementation planning, and tracking progress toward desired outcomes.The first step of this process is using data to pinpoint concerns, learn more about the problem, and select an intervention. The next steps is “do” which means to implement the intervention.“Study” means using data to determine if the intervention is “working” or achieving the desired outcomes. If data indicate the intervention is not achieving adequate progress, than the team should “act” by adjusting the intervention as needed. Adjustments may also be indicated if data show the goal has been achieved.  Deming, W. E. (1986). Out of the crisis. Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Center for Advanced Educational Services. Nishioka, V. (with Shigeoka, S., & Lolich, E.). (2017). School discipline data indicators: A guide for districts and schools (REL 2017-240). Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Education Sciences, National Center for Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance, Regional Educational Laboratory Northwest. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED573680



  

Plan-Do-Study-Act 

PLAN 
Choose indicators to track progress 

Pinpoint concerns,  identify root  
causes,  develop goals, and identify 
an intervention 

(Deming, 1987; Nishioka et al., 2017) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
School discipline data indicators: A guide for districts and schools at https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/northwest/pdf/REL_2017240.pdf Talking pointsPlan-Do-Study-Act is a continuous improvement process that uses data to identify concerns, inform implementation planning, and tracking progress toward desired outcomes.The first step of this process is using data to pinpoint concerns, learn more about the problem, and select an intervention. The next steps is “do” which means to implement the intervention.“Study” means using data to determine if the intervention is “working” or achieving the desired outcomes. If data indicate the intervention is not achieving adequate progress, than the team should “act” by adjusting the intervention as needed. Adjustments may also be indicated if data show the goal has been achieved.  Deming, W. E. (1986). Out of the crisis. Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Center for Advanced Educational Services. Nishioka, V. (with Shigeoka, S., & Lolich, E.). (2017). School discipline data indicators: A guide for districts and schools (REL 2017-240). Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Education Sciences, National Center for Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance, Regional Educational Laboratory Northwest. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED573680



School and 
classroom strategies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1. Information Brief: What the research says about school and classroom practices 



Use research to guide your work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1. Information Brief: What the research says about school and classroom practices Talking points1. Seven practices are associated with lower suspension rates among diverse schools. 2. Three practices reflect organizational structure, policy, and resources: Collaborative leadership, focusing discipline practices on prevention, and providing professional development and support to educators 3. The remaining practices are family engagement, positive teacher-student relationships, well-organized, orderly learning environments, and having high expectations of each student. Four practices are 



1 Strong leadership 

Lead through collaboration and by example 

(Johnson, Kraft,  &  Papay, 2012; Mukuria, 2002) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1. Information Brief: What the research says about school and classroom practices Talking pointsLeadership sets the stage for values reflected in school climate, how staff members interact with students, and teachers’ classroom management practices. All stakeholders should have the shared goal of promoting a welcoming and caring school climate for all studentsPromoting a welcoming and caring school climate for all students requires the collaboration and engagement of not just school leaders and staff members but also parents and students (Johnson, Kraft, & Papay, 2012; Murkuria, 2002).Johnson, S. M., Kraft, M. A., & Papay, J. P. (2012). How context matters in high-need schools: The effects of teachers’ working conditions on their professional satisfaction and their students’ achievement. Teachers College Record, 114(10), 1–39. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ1001989 Murkuria, G. (2002). Disciplinary challenges: How do principals address this dilemma? Urban Education, 37(3), 432–452. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ660361Discussion question What strategies does your school use to address this practice? What are some benefits of this practice?What are some challenges?   �



2 Focus on prevention 

Focus on prevention and building a welcoming, caring school climate 

Implement clear, appropriate, and consistent expectations and responses  
to  discipline  concerns 

Ensure fairness, equity, and continuous  improvement 

Success may require adults to change 

(Brackett, Reyes, Rivers,  Elbertson,  & Salovey, 2011;  Murkuria,  2002;  
Raffaele Mendez,  Knoff,  & Ferron,  2002; Way,  2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1. Information Brief: What the research says about school and classroom practices Talking pointsFocusing on prevention of discipline incidents is a school and classroom strategy associated with lower rates of suspension.The U.S. Department of Education identified three components related to preventionFocus on building a welcoming and caring school climateImplement clear, appropriate, and consistent expectations for school and classroom routinesEnsure fairness, equity, and continuous improvement in school discipline practices Note that establishing these conditions may require adults to change Brackett, M. A., Reyes, M. R., Rivers, S. E., Elbertson, N. A., & Salovey, P. (2011). Classroom emotional climate, teacher affiliation, and student conduct. Journal of Classroom Interaction, 46(1), 27–36. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ948647Murkuria, G. (2002). Disciplinary challenges: How do principals address this dilemma? Urban Education, 37(3), 432–452. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ660361Raffaele Mendez, L. M., Knoff, H. M., & Ferron, J. M. (2002). School demographic variables and out-of-school suspension rates: A quantitative and qualitative analysis of a large, ethnically diverse school district. Psychology in the Schools, 39(3), 259–277. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ646834Way, S. M. (2011). School discipline and disruptive classroom behavior: The moderating effects of student perceptions. Sociological Quarterly, 52(3), 346–375.    



3 Professional development and support 

• Provide support to students 

• Provide additional  academic  support 

• Teach  social and  emotional skills 

• Provide teachers and other education professionals with:  

• Professional development 

• Coaching and technical support 

(Cornell,  Allen,  & Fan, 2012;  Eitle & Eitle,  2004;  Raffaele Mendez  et al., 2002;  Tobin & Vincent,  2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1. Information Brief: What the research says about school and classroom practices Talking pointsSchools that provide more support to students – individualized academic or social-emotional learning instruction - have lower rates of disproportionate suspensions for students of color (Cornell, Allen, & Fan, 2012; Eitle & Eitle, 2004; Raffaele Mendez et al., 2002). Schools that provide teachers with resources for addressing classroom discipline concerns have lower rates of out-of-school suspension (Raffaele Mendez et al., 2002; Tobin & Vincent, 2011). Examples of these resources include additional professional development, coaching, and opportunities to access assistance or consultation as needed.Cornell, D. G., Allen, K., & Fan, X. (2012). A randomized controlled study of Virginia Student Threat Assessment Guidelines in kindergarten through grade 12. School Psychology Review, 41(1), 100–115. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ977429 Eitle, T. M., & Eitle, D. J. (2004). Inequality, segregation, and the overrepresentation of African Americans in school suspensions. Sociological Perspectives, 47(3), 269–287. Raffaele Mendez, L. M., Knoff, H. M., & Ferron, J. M. (2002). School demographic variables and out-of-school suspension rates: A quantitative and qualitative analysis of a large, ethnically diverse school district. Psychology in the Schools, 39(3), 259–277. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ646834 Tobin, T. J., & Vincent, C. G. (2011). Strategies for preventing disproportionate exclusions of African American students. Preventing School Failure, 55(4), 192–201. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ934841



School  and classroom  strategies 

• Read and discuss the research on the school or classroom  
practice that was assigned to your group 

• Discuss the questions below 

• What  are  some strategies that could improve this practice in  your  
school? 

• Describe the benefits  and challenges  of planning and implementing 
improvements in this practice?   

• Please be prepared to share what the research says,  
as well as the highlights of your group discussion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1. Information Brief: What the research says about school and classroom practicesHandout 2.  School and Classroom StrategiesFacilitator Tip1. Divide participants into four groups. Assign each group one classroom practice to review and discuss (Handout 2)



4 Positive teacher-student relationships 

• Show an interest in the welfare of students  

• Tell students they can succeed  

• Are aware of students’ academic and social needs 

• Respect student perspectives 

• Give positive recognition 

(Brackett et al., 2011;  Crosnoe,  Johnson, & E lder,  2004;  Gregory,  Cornell,  & Fan,  2011;  
Gregory & W einstein, 2008;  Murkuria,  2002:  Tobin & Vincent,  2011; Way, 2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1. Information Brief: What the research says about school and classroom practicesHandout 2.  School and Classroom StrategiesFacilitation TipAsk the group assigned this statement to summarize the research and share highlights of their discussion.Ask each group to share a summary of the research findings and highlights of their discussion. The discussion questions are:  What are some strategies that could improve this practice in your school? Describe the benefits and challenges of planning and implementing improvements in this practice?  Research summaryHigh-quality teacher-student relationships are associated with smaller discipline gaps and lower suspension rates for students of color (Crosnoe, Johnson, & Elder, 2004; Gregory, Cornell, & Fan, 2011; Gregory & Weinstein, 2008; Murkuria, 2002; Way, 2011). They are also a core element of excellent instruction and student engagement. Teachers and other educators can build positive, caring relationships with students by: Showing interest in their welfare.Wanting them to succeed.Being sensitive to their academic and social needs.Respecting their perspectives.Giving them positive recognition.(Brackett et al., 2011; Tobin & Vincent, 2011)Brackett, M. A., Reyes, M. R., Rivers, S. E., Elbertson, N. A., & Salovey, P. (2011). Classroom emotional climate, teacher affiliation, and student conduct. Journal of Classroom Interaction, 46(1), 27–36. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ948647Crosnoe, R., Johnson, M. K., & Elder, G. H., Jr. (2004). Intergenerational bonding in school: The behavioral and contextual correlates of student-teacher relationships. Sociology of Education, 77(1), 60–81. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ695992 Gregory, A., Cornell, D., & Fan, X. (2011). The relationship of school structure and support to suspension rates for Black and White high school students. American Educational Research Journal, 48(4), 904–934. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ932386 Gregory, A., & Weinstein, R. S. (2008). The discipline gap and African Americans: Defiance or cooperation in the high school classroom. Journal of School Psychology, 46(4), 455–475. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ796047 Murkuria, G. (2002). Disciplinary challenges: How do principals address this dilemma? Urban Education, 37(3), 432–452. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ660361Tobin, T. J., & Vincent, C. G. (2011). Strategies for preventing disproportionate exclusions of African American students. Preventing School Failure, 55(4), 192–201. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ934841 Way, S. M. (2011). School discipline and disruptive classroom behavior: The moderating effects of student perceptions. Sociological Quarterly, 52(3), 346–375. 



 Two educators’ thoughts 

“I think that you have to develop a relationship with 
each student. Every kid that you have has a different 
story, and if you show interest in what they’ve gone 
through, they’re going to show interest in what you’re 
trying to convey to them.”  

(Milnore &  Tenore, 2010,  p.  578) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facilitator TipRead this quote or ask an audience member to read this quote.Lead a popcorn discussion by asking volunteers to share their reflections about the discussion and how it relates to improving school discipline. Encourage participation to avoid having the discussion dominated by a few participants. Milner, H. R., IV, & Tenore, F. B. (2010). Classroom management in diverse classrooms. Urban Education, 45(5), 560–603. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ894618 



5 High expectations for students 

• Set high expectations for each student 

• Engage students in active learning 

• Encourage higher order thinking 

• Celebrate differences 

(Brackett  et  al.,  2011; Eitle & Eitle, 2004; Gregory,  Cornell,  & Fan,  2011; Murkuria, 2002; Way,  2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1. Information Brief: What the research says about school and classroom practices Facilitation TipAsk the group assigned this statement to summarize the research and share highlights of their discussion.Ask each group to share a summary of the research findings and highlights of their discussion. The discussion questions are:  What are some strategies that could improve this practice in your school? Describe the benefits and challenges of planning and implementing improvements in this practice?  Research summaryTeachers and administrators who set high academic and behavioral expectations for students of color have fewer classroom management problems (Brackett et al., 2011; Eitle & Eitle, 2004; Gregory, Cornell et al., 2011; Murkuria, 2002). These teachers and administrators are also very vocal about their beliefs that all students—including students of color—can succeed in school (Murkuria, 2002; Way, 2011). In addition, effective teachers show students they believe in them by using instructional strategies that require active learning and encourage higher-order thinking (Brackett et al., 2011).Brackett, M. A., Reyes, M. R., Rivers, S. E., Elbertson, N. A., & Salovey, P. (2011). Classroom emotional climate, teacher affiliation, and student conduct. Journal of Classroom Interaction, 46(1), 27–36. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ948647Eitle, T. M., & Eitle, D. J. (2004). Inequality, segregation, and the overrepresentation of African Americans in school suspensions. Sociological Perspectives, 47(3), 269–287. Gregory, A., Cornell, D., & Fan, X. (2011). The relationship of school structure and support to suspension rates for Black and White high school students. American Educational Research Journal, 48(4), 904–934. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ932386 Murkuria, G. (2002). Disciplinary challenges: How do principals address this dilemma? Urban Education, 37(3), 432–452. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ660361Way, S. M. (2011). School discipline and disruptive classroom behavior: The moderating effects of student perceptions. Sociological Quarterly, 52(3), 346–375. 



6 Structured learning environments 

• Clear expectations for students 

• Well-organized classroom routines 

• Orderly transitions 

• Positive recognition systems  

(Murkuria,  2002; Raffaele Mendez et  al.,  2002;  Tobin &  Vincent,  2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1. Information Brief: What the research says about school and classroom practices Facilitation TipAsk the group assigned this statement to summarize the research and share highlights of their discussion.Ask each group to share a summary of the research findings and highlights of their discussion. The discussion questions are:  What are some strategies that could improve this practice in your school? Describe the benefits and challenges of planning and implementing improvements in this practice?  Research summaryTeachers who establish clear expectations and routines for students have fewer problems with discipline referrals (Murkuria, 2002; Raffaele Mendez et al., 2002; Tobin & Vincent, 2011). In positive learning environments, students receive recognition in many ways for a wide range of successes, not just for academic and athletic achievements. Murkuria, G. (2002). Disciplinary challenges: How do principals address this dilemma? Urban Education, 37(3), 432–452. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ660361 Raffaele Mendez, L. M., Knoff, H. M., & Ferron, J. M. (2002). School demographic variables and out-of-school suspension rates: A quantitative and qualitative analysis of a large, ethnically diverse school district. Psychology in the Schools, 39(3), 259–277. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ646834Tobin, T. J., & Vincent, C. G. (2011). Strategies for preventing disproportionate exclusions of African American students. Preventing School Failure, 55(4), 192–201. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ934841 



  

7 Family and community engagement 

Help develop schoolwide and classroom expectations   

Provide a cultural lens on school and classroom improvement  
decisions 

Discuss discipline concerns about their child, sooner than later

(Murkuria,  2002; Raffaele Mendez et  al.,  2002) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1. Information Brief: What the research says about school and classroom practices Facilitation TipAsk the group assigned this statement to summarize the research and share highlights of their discussion.Ask each group to share a summary of the research findings and highlights of their discussion. The discussion questions are:  What are some strategies that could improve this practice in your school? Describe the benefits and challenges of planning and implementing improvements in this practice?  Research summaryParents can be a tremendous help in developing school discipline plans that respect the many cultures in your school community (Murkuria, 2002; Raffaele Mendez et al., 2002). Accordingly, schools with low suspension rates have leaders who believe strong school-family partnerships reduce discipline problems. Staff members in schools with low suspension rates involve parents early and discuss discipline concerns before issuing an office referral to students (Raffaele Mendez et al., 2002).Murkuria, G. (2002). Disciplinary challenges: How do principals address this dilemma? Urban Education, 37(3), 432–452. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ660361Raffaele Mendez, L. M., Knoff, H. M., & Ferron, J. M. (2002). School demographic variables and out-of-school suspension rates: A quantitative and qualitative analysis of a large, ethnically diverse school district. Psychology in the Schools, 39(3), 259–277. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=EJ646834



Questions? Comments? 



Root-cause analysis 



Why do a root cause analysis? 

• When trying to identify possible causes of a problem 

Root cause is the fundamental breakdown or failure of a process  
that, when resolved, prevents a recurrence of the problem. 

• When a team’s thinking tends to fall into “ruts” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking pointsRoot cause analysis helps identify possible causes of a problem. It also helps a team reach a shared understanding of the problem. 



Steps 1 and 2 

• Each team member brainstorms answers to four questions 

• Members write one answer on a separate Post-It note 

• Team organizes the Post-It notes into common themes 

• Team discusses and agrees on one area of focus 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points



Considerations for  writing answers 

Root  causes should  be actionable and  within a school’s control to change. 
Review  the list below  and identify “answers” that meet these criteria. 

• Students  have a bad attitude 

• Placing garbage cans in one area 
of t he cafeteria creates  congestion 
during transition back  to class  

• Discipline policies mandate 10-day  
suspension for fighting regardless  of  
circumstances 

• Vandalism in lower hallway  during lunc

• Teachers  are giving bathroom passes  
to students  during the last  10 minutes  
of class 

• Students  and their families  live in poverty 

• Large class  sizes  contribute to more 
discipline issues 

• Many  parents  are not  willing to discipline 
h students  for school issues 



Root-cause analysis 

• Divide the team into groups of 3 to 5  
members 

• Each team member needs a stack of  
Post-Its 

• Write one answer on a separate Post-It 

• Toss each answer into the center of the 
table  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 1  Information Brief - What the research says about school and classroom practices MaterialsPost-it notes (different colors are helpful!)Facilitation TipsEach team member should have a stack of post-it notes. I am going to ask you a question. Please brainstorm answers to the question. Write each answer on a separate post-it note. Put each answer in the center of the table. You will have one minute to the question on each slide. Read slide 29. Family Engagement: What is working about the strategies your school uses to promote family engagement? Have the team members organize the post-it notes in one pile.Proceed to the next slide. Repeat for slides 30- 36.



Family engagement 

• What is working about the strategies your school uses to create 
strong family engagement? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaterialsHandout 1  Information Brief - What the research says about school and classroom practices Post-it notes (different colors are helpful!)Facilitation TipRead the question on this slide.Ask each team member to brainstorm answers and write each answer on a separate post-it note and put each post-it in the center of the table. Tell the team(s) that they will have one minute to brainstorm and write their answers. .  When the minute is up, have the team members organize the post-it notes in one pile.Proceed to the next slide.



Family engagement 

• What is not working?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaterialsHandout 1  Information Brief - What the research says about school and classroom practices Post-it notes (different colors are helpful!)Facilitation TipRead the question on this slide.Ask each team member to brainstorm answers and write each answer on a separate post-it note and put each post-it in the center of the table. Tell the team(s) that they will have one minute to brainstorm and write their answers. .  When the minute is up, have the team members organize the post-it notes in one pile.Proceed to the next slide.



Well-organized learning environments 

• What is working about the strategies your school uses to create 
well-organized learning environments? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaterialsHandout 1  Information Brief - What the research says about school and classroom practices Post-it notes (different colors are helpful!)Facilitation TipRead the question on this slide.Ask each team member to brainstorm answers and write each answer on a separate post-it note and put each post-it in the center of the table. Tell the team(s) that they will have one minute to brainstorm and write their answers. .  When the minute is up, have the team members organize the post-it notes in one pile.Proceed to the next slide.



Well-organized learning environments 

• What is not working?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaterialsHandout 1  Information Brief - What the research says about school and classroom practices Post-it notes (different colors are helpful!)Facilitation TipRead the question on this slide.Ask each team member to brainstorm answers and write each answer on a separate post-it note and put each post-it in the center of the table. Tell the team(s) that they will have one minute to brainstorm and write their answers. .  When the minute is up, have the team members organize the post-it notes in one pile.Proceed to the next slide.



High expectations and quality instruction 

• What is working about the strategies your school uses to create 
high expectations and quality instruction? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaterialsHandout 1  Information Brief - What the research says about school and classroom practices Post-it notes (different colors are helpful!)Facilitation TipRead the question on this slide.Ask each team member to brainstorm answers and write each answer on a separate post-it note and put each post-it in the center of the table. Tell the team(s) that they will have one minute to brainstorm and write their answers. .  When the minute is up, have the team members organize the post-it notes in one pile.Proceed to the next slide.



High expectations and quality instruction 

• What is not working?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaterialsHandout 1  Information Brief - What the research says about school and classroom practices Post-it notes (different colors are helpful!)Facilitation TipRead the question on this slide.Ask each team member to brainstorm answers and write each answer on a separate post-it note and put each post-it in the center of the table. Tell the team(s) that they will have one minute to brainstorm and write their answers. .  When the minute is up, have the team members organize the post-it notes in one pile.Proceed to the next slide.



Positive teacher-student relationships 

• What is working about the strategies your school uses to create 
strong teacher-student relationships? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaterialsHandout 1  Information Brief - What the research says about school and classroom practices Post-it notes (different colors are helpful!)Facilitation TipRead the question on this slide.Ask each team member to brainstorm answers and write each answer on a separate post-it note and put each post-it in the center of the table. Tell the team(s) that they will have one minute to brainstorm and write their answers. .  When the minute is up, have the team members organize the post-it notes in one pile.Proceed to the next slide.



Positive teacher-student relationships 

• What is not working?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaterialsHandout 1  Information Brief - What the research says about school and classroom practices Post-it notes (different colors are helpful!)Facilitation TipRead the question on this slide.Ask each team member to brainstorm answers and write each answer on a separate post-it note and put each post-it in the center of the table. Tell the team(s) that they will have one minute to brainstorm and write their answers. .  When the minute is up, have the team members organize the post-it notes in one pile.



Summarizing your answers 

• Take turns drawing Post-Its out of the middle of the table until all 
Post-Its are distributed among team members 

• Working together, review each Post-It note and sort the answers  
into common themes 

• Write a sentence or phrase to describe each theme  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaterialsHandout 1  Information Brief - What the research says about school and classroom practices Post-it notes (different colors are helpful!)Talking pointsFor each pile of family engagement post-it notes, instruct the team to summarize the answers as follows:Take turns drawing post-its out of the middle of the table until all post-its are distributed among team membersWorking together, review each post-it note and sort the answers into common themes.Write a sentence or phrase to describe each theme Repeat the process for well-organized learning environments, high expectations and quality instruction, and positive teacher-student relationships.



Teaming activity share out 

Each group shares its identified  themes 

• Family  engagement 

• Well-organized learning environments 

• High expectations  and quality instruction 

• Positive teacher-student relationships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MaterialsChart paper and markers  Talking pointsFor each strategy, facilitate a discussion on the themes that each group identified. Make sure the teams identify “what is working” as well as “what is not working” about each strategy. Write the themes on chart paper and place a check by themes that are reported by more than one group. Ask each team to prioritize one strategy that they would like to address.  



Identifying 
evidence-based 

practices or innovations 



Developing an action plan 

• Think big—but start small 

• Consider other data you may need 

• Choose interventions that are actionable and  within the school’s 
control to change 

• Use team time to discuss what adults will do 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking pointsIt helps to hypothesize about the root causes of disproportionate discipline and the patterns apparent in the data.At this point, it may be useful to gather information from students, teachers, and parents on the strategy you would like to address. Often, their perspectives offer valuable insights about the problem situations that lead to suspensions and potential solutions to prevent these problems.Direct observation of classroom instruction or supervision practices in hallways, the cafeteria, and other areas of the school is another way to gather information or verify information provided from other sources. Remember to stay focused on identifying root causes that are actionable and within the school’s control. Avoid getting sidetracked discussing issues outside the school’s control (e.g., poverty) that do not lead to productive action.  



Four guiding questions 

1. What are we trying to accomplish? 

2. What intervention or innovation could address this concern? 

3. How will we know that a change is an improvement for all 
students? 

4. If our intervention is not working, what change(s) can we make 
that will result in improvement for all students? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handout 3. Resources for creating an action planTalking pointsExplain that Handout 3. is designed to help their team record ideas to include in their action plan. Your team will discuss and record answers to four guiding questions Choose a team member to take notes. 



Additional thoughts? 

• What has been one benefit of today’s work session? 

• What is a challenge you have encountered and how might you  
solve it? 

• What is one step you can take to gather additional data or begin  
implementing improvement strategies? 



Questions? Comments? 



Ask  A REL 

Prompt, customized information for 
Northwest educators … at no charge! 

Jennifer Klump, our reference  librarian,  can provide you 
with  the best av ailable research to  answer  questions facing 
your school  or district.  

Contact her online at  http://educationnorthwest.org/askarel 
or  by phone,  503.275.0454  or  800.547.6339,  ext. 454. 

http://educationnorthwest.org/askarel


REL  Northwest  at Education  Northwest 
101 SW Main  Street Suite 500 

Portland, OR 97204-3213 

ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/northwest 

relnw@educationnorthwest.org 

@relnw 

1.800.547.6339 

About REL  Northwest 

RELs pa rtner  with practitioners and  
policymakers  to  use data and evidence to  
help  solve ed ucational  problems  that  impede  
student  success.  We d o  this  by: 

• Conducting rigorous  research and  data  
analysis 

• Delivering customized training, coaching,  
and  technical s upport 

• Providing engaging  learning  opportunities 

mailto:relnw@educationnorthwest.org
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/northwest
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